IFAIMA Global AIM 2013 & ICAO EUR/MID AIM/SWIM Seminar

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

1. INTRODUCTION:

1.1 The IFAIMA Global AIM 2013 & ICAO EUR/MID AIM/SWIM Seminar has been successfully held in Istanbul from 14 to 17 May 2013. 289 participants from 53 States, 5 International Organizations and 17 Industry Exhibitors were of attendance. The event was organized jointly by IFAIMA, ICAO and EUROCONTROL and hosted by the Turkish Air Navigation Service Provider (DHMI). It was moderated by Mr. Michael Hohm, Technical Officer – Aeronautical Information Management, Air Navigation Bureau, ICAO HQ, supported by Mr. Mohamed Smaoui, Regional Officer, Air Navigation Services/Aeronautical Information Management, ICAO MID Office.

1.2 The agenda was developed around the main following topics:

1. Introduction
2. AIM Global Developments
3. Regional and National AIM Activities
4. SWIM Developments and AIM support to seamless ATM in a SWIM Environment
5. AIM/SWIM challenges/opportunities and Users’ requirements/views
6. Conclusions and closing session

A copy of the detailed Agenda/Work Programme is available at: http://www.ifaima.org/docs/Draft%20Agenda%20IFAIMA%20Global%20AIM%202013.pdf. From extensive feedback it was confirmed that the Agenda was well balanced, informative and interesting and that it met the expectations of the AIM community in full.

1.3 The main objectives of the MID AIM Seminar were to:

a) provide States with a better understanding of the planning and implementation issues related to the transition from AIS to AIM;
b) provide briefings related to AIM and SWIM global developments and regional/national AIM-related activities and experiences; and
c) address the AIM/SWIM challenges/opportunities and Users’ requirements/views.
2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2.1 The seminar provided a balance between Concepts, technical developments and “institutional and training” issues. Much thought and effort had been put into the development of the presentations by the speakers who have been thanked for the time and effort they dedicated to the Seminar and the enthusiasm and commitment to their subjects. All the presentations are available at: http://www.ifaima.org/GAIMConference2013.html.

2.2 The seminar was appraised of the outcome of the twelfth Air Navigation Conference (AN-Conf/12) related to AIM and SWIM and associated Recommendations (Global attention).

2.3 The work achieved so far by the AIS-AIMSG was noted with appreciation, and the challenges for the achievement of its future work programme (Amendment 38 and 39 to Annex 15, PANS-AIM, etc.) were recognized.

2.4 The importance of Regional Planning (PIRG mechanisms) using the eANP (under development) as a primary tool, was underlined.

2.5 The progress achieved for the transition from AIS to AIM in the different ICAO Regions was noted with appreciation, through interesting presentations from/about:

- EUR Region (Eurocontrol AIM/SWIM Team, ICAO COG/AIM TF, Turkey, EAD, etc.)
- MID Region (MIDANPIRG AIM TF (including MIDAD), Bahrain, Iran, Jordan and UAE)
- AFI Region (APIRG AIM TF (including AFI-CAD))
- APAC (Australia and Mongolia)
- South America (Dominican Republic).

2.6 Latest technologies, products and capabilities related to AIM and SWIM were demonstrated by the Companies/Industry participating in the Exhibition set-up concurrently with the Seminar, which was highly appreciated by all participants.

2.7 The Conclusions of the Seminar were grouped into 6 categories:

1) Working Together
2) Global Support
3) State Programs
4) Transition Considerations
5) Transition Planning and Management
6) SWIM

Working Together

2.8 Collaboration, cooperation and sharing of experience and best practices are of utmost importance.

2.9 Success will require not only a new paradigm, but also new partnerships...across nations and across sectors.
2.10 Formal arrangements with data originators are critical to ensure information quality and integrity.

2.11 Active engagement (interactions) with supply chain partners is key.

2.12 Integration between AIM services and the ATM operations processes is a key enabler for achieving a seamless ATM data chain.

2.13 EAD provides an example of successful regional cooperation, to be taken into consideration when developing similar projects in other Regions (i.e.: AFI-CAD, MIDAD, etc.).

**Global Support**

2.14 Need to take necessary follow-up actions on the AN-Conf/12 Recommendations related to AIM and SWIM.

2.15 Need for a standardized methodology to assess and report progress in the transition from AIS to AIM to be included in the Regional ANPs and to be used for the Global Air Navigation Report and Regional Dashboards.

2.16 Need to further develop and update guidance material to support and expedite the transition from AIS to AIM.

2.17 Continue the work on harmonization of aeronautical data for a better common understanding as well as for increasing the interoperability. The need for guidelines and harmonization of procedures related to flight procedure encoding (ARINC 424) was particularly underlined.

**State Programs**

2.18 The need to improve States’ AIM safety oversight capabilities was reiterated.

2.19 A State-coordinated programme, involving regulator, ANSP, Aerodromes and Geodetic Authorities (Civil and/or Military) is necessary for successful eTOD implementation (eTOD project management).

2.20 Applications using authoritative and quality-assured aerodrome mapping data accessed through AIS/AIM will enhance safety and efficiency.

**Transition Considerations**

2.21 User requirements drive the implementation of capabilities.

2.22 The timely availability of high quality aeronautical information is a fundamental to achieving success and for subsequent implementations.

2.23 Senior management involvement and support is pre-requisite for a successful transition to AIM.
2.24 The importance of human factors, training and English Language Proficiency (ELP) of AIM staff was highlighted.

**Transition Planning and Management**

2.25 Change should be evolutionary with clear identification and prioritization of the objectives based on assessment of needs and capabilities.

2.26 Service Oriented Architecture and service delivery for AIM should be the focus.

2.27 Planning should be based on an enterprise architecture methodology.

2.28 Technology is part of the solution but not the only answer.

**SWIM**

2.29 SWIM will require the development of new skills and competencies.

2.30 Global interoperability and standards are key requirements for SWIM.

2.31 Participation in the EUROCONTROL 2013 SWIM Master Class was strongly encouraged.

2.32 Data exchange models represent an essential pre-requisite for SWIM.

2.33 Liability, copyright, charging, security issues, etc., represent challenges for SWIM but not blockers

3. **CLOSING**

3.1 The importance of gathering AIM stakeholders and providing forums for discussion of planning and implementation issues related to the transition from AIS to AIM to IM/SWIM was highlighted. In this respect, the participants expressed their gratitude to IFAIMA, ICAO and EUROCONTROL for organizing the ICAO EUR/MID AIM/SWIM Seminar jointly with the IFAIMA Global AIM 2013 and to Turkey for hosting this global event in Istanbul; and invited ICAO, IFAIMA and EUROCONTROL to continue on this pace and to the maximum extent, organize joint event.

3.2 It was confirmed that the IFAIMA Global AIM 2014 will be held in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates.